Focus Words
Series Two Words (by unit)

Unit 2.01
standardized
assess
criteria
correspond
formulate

Unit 2.02
affirmative
discrimination
aspect
retain
relevant

Unit 2.03
capacity
distribute
method
morality
abstain

Unit 2.04
guarantee
contrast
parallel
industry
logical

Unit 2.05
implement
motivate
undertake
incentive
enable

Unit 2.06
inequity
resources
adequate
illustrate
disproportionate

Unit 2.07
embryo
paralyzed
tory
investigate
obtain

Unit 2.08
obesity
multidimensional
primary
restrict
emphasize

Unit 2.09
generate
derive
advantage
consume
contaminate

Unit 2.10
recite
allegiance
signify
principle
conclusion

Unit 2.11
specify
establish
cohesive
constrain
xenophobia

Unit 2.12
amend
equity
constitute
resolve
legislate

Unit 2.13
prevention
critical
pursue
alter
approach

Unit 2.14
economic
multicultural
attribute
facilitate
distinct

Unit 2.15
conserve
renewable
invest
proceed
maximize

Unit 2.16
rating
ban
interact
occur
complex

Unit 2.17
design
creationism
concept
evolve
perspective

Unit 2.18
disclaimer
prescription
potential
assume
rely

Unit 2.19
civic
apathy
enforce
decline
evidently

Unit 2.20
amnesty
undocumented
orient
exclude
compound

Unit 2.21
privacy
invasion
consist
secure
corporal

Unit 2.22
eligible
affect
maintain
prerequisite
previous

Unit 2.23
resumé
responsibility
acquire
perceive
sustain

Unit 2.24
tracking
aptitude
policy
component
involve